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Abstract: The paper presents the general architecture of a documentation and assisted
research informatics system for vegetal genetics, dedicated to the educational and research
institutions in this field. The main components are: the design and management of a data
and knowledge base, database querying, statistical data processing, artificial intelligence
applications. The plant description (the phenotype), the genetic hereditary heritage (the
genotype) as well as the results of the experiments and researches performed in the vegetal
field are fed into the system’s database within a predefined evolutionary self developing
structure. Among the specific research problems in this field one can mention: population
recognition and classification, plant disease diagnostication (barley species). The basis
concept was inspired by the activity of Vegetal Gene Bank of Suceava.
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General Description of the System

The data and knowledge that are to be stored and processed in a documentation
and assisted research system for vegetal genetics, refers resources of the vegetal
genetics representing all the vegetal life forms: wild plants, varieties and local
populations, lines, hybrids, weeds, improved forms, etc., all of these being subject
to the genetic erosion phenomena, pathogenic elements aggression
(phytopatology) and environment factors. The preservation of the vegetal genetic
resources, especially those of the endangered species and the identification of new
species among the wild ones, susceptible of becoming new tilling plants, implies
the collection, assessment and vegetal genetic preservation, a role played by
international institutions such as: Gene Banks, The International Institute of
Genetic Vegetal Resources (IPGRI) of Rome, etc.
The plant performed description and experiments generate two data categories:
descriptive data and experimental data. The data describing genetic material
(descriptive data) consist in knowledge which is represented in the database within
a universal evolutionary data structure. Data can be mixed with images (plant,
leaf, root, seed etc.), genetic maps. The main components of a knowledge-based

system in vegetal genetics are: the design and management of a database and
knowledge base, database querying, statistical data processing, artificial
intelligence applications. The general architecture of the system is shown in the
Figure 1. [1]
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Figure 1
General system architecture

The presented model represents a tool allowing for the design of a complex
informatics system using an evolutionary bottom – up strategy, the system’s data
being organized into a database which permanently extends as the system
develops, say a dynamical database, the extension being created when new data is
loaded into the database. When adopting this approach, the design of an
informatics system starts from a predefined database with a universal structure
which accumulates significance during the design of the system by means of the
loading – updating operation of the databases with general use programs. Within
the model, the attributes are not included in the entity definition described as it’s
usually the case with any of the data models [2] lying at the basis of the DBMS
system, being treated as a distinct block, hence the maximum flexibility in the
definition of the data structure, and eases the approach of the problems where the
data being mostly knowledge because it allows for the description of data
semantics.
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System’s Database

As a result of the collection, assessment and preservation activities in the gene
bank passport data, assessment data and preservation data are obtained. The
passport and preservation data (the warehouse record) are common to all the
species but the assessment and characterization differs from one species to another
and results from experimental measurements and laboratory analysis. The
collecting and storing activities are described by the same attributes for all the
species, and the characterization and assessment are described by different
attributes from one species to another.
Passport data: Input number, Input name, taxonomycal classification (Genre,
Species, Subspecies, Variety), Origin (Town, Department (area), Country),
Collection date, Collection Source, Geographical Data (Altitude, Latitute,
Longitude).
Preservation Data: Storing Code, Germination, Seed reserve, Humidity, 1000
berries weight.
Assessment data: (example: zea mays): assessment place (Country, Research
Center, The person who made the assessment), Plant data (Total plant height,
Stipes medium diameter, Total leaf number), Cob measurements (Length, Base
diameter, Number of berries rows, Cob’s weight).
Each variety is defined by values corresponding to the attributes of the species the
variety belongs to. For each of the three data types some examples are presented,
mentioning that the evolutionary data structure automatically extends due to the
database loading operation.
In the relational data model, an extensive simplified database structure is defined
as follows:
SPECIES (Code_s, Name_s) – the plant species catalogue
DESCRIPTORS ( Code_d, Name_d, Type_d) – the attributes list
D_SPECIES (Code_s, Code_d) – species definitions
INPUTS (Code_s, Code_i, Name_i) – the input species list (varieties)
D_INPUTS (Code_i, Code_d, Val_d) – inputs definition (varieties)
A_GEN (Son_Code, Parent_Code) – inputs genealogy (genealogical three)
Where R1 – R7 relations are implicitly defined through key propagation.
The features of an organism defines the phenotype, (each of these features being
established by certain genes) but while the phenotype modifies during the life of
the organism the genotype is relatively constant (an organism has the same genes
all of its life). Genotypology and phenotypology corresponding to the two main

concepts presented above in the database structure of a knowledge based vegetal
genetics system are described.
Data structure for the phenotype description was previously presented. Regarding
the genotype, several ways of representation have been used, such as: genes
dictionary (tabular description), the genetic map (images), the symbolical
representation of the genetic code. The symbolical representation of the genetic
code is carried out [3] inside of a system resembling the Morse code, starting from
an alphabet defined by the following symbols: A(adenine), G (guanine), C
(cytosine) or U (uracyl) for riboviruses representing the four nitrate bases
composing the DNA macromolecule (A, G, C, T) or the RNA macromolecule (A,
G, C, U). The combination of the symbols forms the codons (corresponding to the
words in the Morse code) and the associations of codons establish the genes (the
phrases in the Morse code). The database diagram is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
The database diagram

For the documentation regarding the genetic material the following requests can
be formulated to query the database, for example: plant species catalogue,
specified species description, input list corresponding to certain species,
documentary specified input report, the input list satisfying querying specified
conditions, the input genealogy (genealogical tree), species genotypology.
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The Specific Research Problem

The problems that occur in this research field, debated inside the documentation
and vegetal genetic assisted research system are: population recognition and
classification, the establishment of the optimum size of the reproduction
population for the preservation of a witness variety (for zea mays species), plant
disease diagnostication (barley species). The classification and recognition are
solved using artificial intelligence specific methods (pattern recognition [4], neural
networks [5], knowledge base and expert systems [6]) and optimization problems
are solved by defining and using the regressional models.
Taking into account that for corn unlike other tilling plants, there is a crossed
pollination and therefore the genetic erosion process is much more emphasized,
some experiments and assessments were performed at the Agricultural Research
Center of Suceava for some corn varieties – Hângănesc, Cincantin, Suceava 1 –
resulting an important data set corresponding to the measurements taken for 30
descriptors (assessment data) for 20 multiplication alternatives. Each of
multiplication alternatives used inside the performed experiments is a form. Using
pattern recognition techniques outputs in different representations are obtained:
list, graph describing the affiliation to a class, grouping into classes. The
determination of the optimum alternative multiplication for the preservation of the
witness variety features was performed by building regressional models.
For the diagnostication of barley diseases, neural networks were defined and
trained that use the data from experiments performed within the European project
EU – GENRES CT98 – 104 “Evaluation and Conservation of Barley Genetic
Resource to Improve Their Accessibility to Breeders in Europe” [4] supervised by
IPK Genbank Gatersleben from Germany. The Vegetal Gene Bank of Suceava
took part in this project as partner during 2000-2001 to determine the barley
horizontal tolerance to diseases. The data and the obtained results were used in the
present paper to design and train neural networks for barley diseases
diagnostication (infection score), using our own software named REFORME [8]
and the NeuroShell program for multilayer perceptron networks as well as
MATLAB product for RBF networks.
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The Classification and the Recognition of the Zea
Mays Population. The Determination of the
Multiplication Alternative Closest to the Witness
Breed.

For the pattern classification and recognition the REFORME program is used [8].
The results obtained using the pattern recognition module for the Hângănesc breed
are presented.
Each form is a row in a Excel spreadsheet as presented in Figure 4.
The description of the witness breed is presented in Figure 5.
The input data are normalized using the domain adjustment method, the result is
illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows the result of the unsupervised classification using threshold
algorithm for the threshold = 1.5.
The forms (100) were grouped into 4 classes, 85 percent of them being included in
0.1 class.
To determine the closest class to the witness breed using the nearest neighbor rule
is obtained the class 0.1 and the variant closest to the witness breed is showed in
Figure 8.

Figure 4
Initial data (1 witness, 100 multiplication alternatives)

Figure 5
The description of the witness breed

Figure 6
Input normalization result

Figure 7
Unsupervised classification using threshold algorithm with Euclidian distance
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The breed at the minimum distance from the witness

Figure 9 shows the witness breed and the minimum distance breed from the
witness vs the 30 descriptors values.
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The witness breed and the breed closest to the witness representation
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